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Bersatu kita teguh,
Bercerai kita runtuh.

United we stand,
Divided we fall.
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Sitting at the same low, standing at the same level

Duduk sama rendah, berdiri sama tinggi
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About Us

Patih Fruit Indonesia (CV. PATIH GARUDA) is distributor
and exportir of the best fruit you can get from Indonesia.
Under our strong partnership with local farmers, we can
bring the big amount of fruits to global market. The key
reason you would choose us:

We provide the best tropical fruit from Indonesia.

We have strong partnership with local farmers.

We maintain our 
production with high 
quality standard.

High Quality Standard

We maintain our strong 
partnership with our 
local farmer.

Strong Partnership

We maintain our standard 
applied in the field with our 
local farmers.

Accreditation

Let our expertise help 
you to develop your 
food industry.

Experience Team



Our Vision
We have two main visions that
we want to achieve. The first is
related to our partner farmer,
where we want to improve the
standard of living of local farmers
in Indonesia.

With our experienced and
educated team we form
visions that prioritize
customer satisfaction &
improve the standard of
living our partner farmers.

And the second one is related to
our client, where we want to
improve the quality of Indonesian
tropical fruit according to client’s
need.

,,We want to deliver the
best Indonesian tropical
fruit to global market at
competitive price.



Our Mission

Our philosophy is based on traditional
proverbs that are inherent in the Indonesian
people, as describe below.

Our Philosophy

United we stand, divided we fall.
Describe our cooperation with local farmers.

Sitting at the same low, standing at the
same level.
We never differentiate who our business
partners are, from which race they are, what
religion, and what country they from

We build our mission in line with the vision we want as
described above.

To Increase Awareness
To increase awareness of our local farmers
about quality of the crops that can meet
international standard.

To Improve Standard of Living
To improve standard of living of local
farmers through fair price.

To Give The Best
To give our business partner the best fruit
they can get from Indonesia.



Our Team
We have a experience & experts team in their fields.

We currently have 3 members, who are the founder of patih
fruit indonesia.

Has experience in agribisnis
since 2015. With other co-
founders, he form PFI to raise
welfare for local farmers by
adjusting the quality of the fruit
harvest according to export
standards.

Founder. CEO

Together with other co-
founders at PFI, Ragda wants to
further upgrade the quality of
Indonesian fruit products up to
the specifications of the global
market demand.

Co-Founder. Marketing Director

Based on the same
determination and vision as the
teams, Abdul built PFI as an
aggregator of farmers to the
global market and of course to
provide the prime product
according to buyer’s request.

Co-Founder. Digital Marketeer



Our Product
Dragon Fruit/Pitahaya

Dragon fruits or pitahaya are a plant that belongs to the cactus class. And has a shape
resembling dragon scales. The fruit has a pink or yellow skin, with white or red flesh and
black seeds. The pitahaya’s flesh is sweet and refreshing.

These fruits are 
commonly known in 

English as “dragon fruit”, 
or pitahaya and pitaya

derive from Mexico. The 
dragon fruit is cultivated 
in Southeast Asia, India, 

United States, the 
Caribbean, Australia, and 

throughout tropical and 
subtropical world 

regions.

My Kind Packaging
Sweet pitayas come in three types,
Selenicereus undatus (white-fleshed pitaya)
has pink-skinned fruit with white flesh.
Selenicereus costaricensis (red-fleshed
pitaya) has red-skinned fruit with red flesh.
Selenicereus megalanthus (yellow pitaya)
has yellow-skinned fruit with white flesh.

Alas, we can only supply red-skinned
pitahaya. Because the yellow one is very
rare to get.

Dragon fruit are arranged in flat cardboard
boxes, with each box consisting of 6-9
pieces. Dragon fruit weight can be ordered
upon request, ranging from 350-500 grams.
Or can be ordered special size weighing
above 500 grams.



Our Product
Avocado

Avocados are round to pear-shaped fruits that have soft, uneven skin, dark green to purple
brown, depending on the variety.The flesh of the avocado is light green near the skin and light
yellow near the seeds, with a creamy, nutty flavour.

Avocados are cultivated 
in tropical and tropical 

climates of many 
countries.The fruit has 

many benefits for 
humans. Avocados 

contain at least 11 useful 
vitamins and 14 

minerals. Avocados are 
rich in protein, riboflavin 

(otherwise known as 
vitamin B2), niacin 

(otherwise known as 
vitamin B3), potassium 

and vitamin C. This green 
fruit is often used for 

juices or ingredients in 
mixed ice or other 

dishes.

My Kind Packaging
Alas, only one type we can supply now, and it
is butter avocado. Butter avocado is
included in the superior avocado type
because it has a fruit with thick flesh, a
chewy texture, not watery, yellow color on
the fruit that looks clean without blemishes
and is similar to butter.

Butter Avocado’s sizes have an average of
about 350 grams per fruit. The size,
especially the length of the fruit is around 13
to 17 centimeters and fruit diameter 10 to
14 centimeters, while the fruit skin is only 1
mm thick and the pulp is 1.9 to 2.1
centimeters thick. 1 pack contains 9
avocados and one layer only.



Our Product
Salacca / Snake Fruit

They are very short-stemmed palms, with leaves up to 6–8 m long. The fruit grow in
clusters at the base of the plants, and are edible in many species, with a reddish-brown
scaly skin covering a white pulp and one to two large inedible seeds.

The Salacca (S. zalacca) 
or snake fruit is the 

species most widely 
grown for its fruit; the 

firm white pulp has a 
slight acidic taste. The 

skin of the snakefruit has 
a unique texture not 

unlike that of a snake’s 
skin, rough to the touch 

in one direction but 
smooth in the other.

My Kind Packaging
Only one type of salacca that we can supply,
namely the pondoh type. Has a sweeter
taste and bigger meat than the other types.

Salaccas are arranged in flat cardboard
boxes, with each box consisting of 15-20
pieces. And it’s weights is ranged from 50-60
grams.
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Our Contact

Phone Number
+ 62 813-3419-9774

Email
sales@patihfruit.com

Fb Page
PatihFruit

Perumtas III Blok D1 No. 09, Sidoarjo, East Java

IG Account
@patihfruit

Website
www.patihfruit.com

WA or Telegram
+ 62 813-3419-9774

Address
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Let our expertise help
you to develop your
food business.
Feel free to contact
us and find what you
need.
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